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Abstract 
Carriers constructed substantial amount of fiber optics networks to meet the surge 
demand of internet bandwidth in the last decade or two. After the 
telecommunications bubble, mergers and acquisitions are often in the industry. 
Carriers and operators need to reduce their investment and operation cost by efficient 
utilization of network resources. It is vital for operators to look for methods to 
optimize their network configurations to save various network elements (fibers, 
backbone routers, optical cross-connects, etc.). This wil l minimize overall network 
capital cost and operation expenditure. 
We investigate the consolidation of two optical networks that share the same 
topology and cover the same geographical area. Installing interconnection links at 
some strategic locations wi l l achieve savings in the operational fiber links. 
Interconnection links are installed at certain locations (cities) to connect the two 
networks. Through traffic grooming and rerouting, some of the fiber links can be 
suspended to reduce operation cost while bi-directional connections between any 
two network nodes can still be supported. 
The amount of interconnection links to be built for the consolidation purpose 
d叩ends on the build cost. Lower interconnection build cost implies that larger 
amount of interconnection links can be introduced, which wi l l result in a smaller 
number of operational fiber links required. To simplify the problem and derive some 
insightful analytical results for the merger of two identical optical networks, we 
consider two extreme scenarios of different interconnection cost. First, we consider 
the merger with negligible cost for the construction of interconnection links. Under 
this assumption, all co-located nodes are installed with interconnection links. We 
derived the minimum number of operational fiber links required to provide 
bi-directional connections between any two nodes of the two networks. Secondly, we 
assume a very high cost for building interconnection links. In this case, only two 
interconnection links, with reverse directions, shall be installed. The optimal 
locations of the two interconnection links to achieve maximum saving in operational 
fiber links with the corresponding resultant operational links are discussed. 
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The consolidated networks face the risk pf losing large amount of data i f link 
failure happens. Operators have to use backup or redundant network recourses to 
protect the networks against failures. We then investigate protection schemes for an 
arbitrary link failure of the optical networks consolidated from two identical 
networks with additional interconnection links. Constraints on the number of backup 
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1.1 Development of fiber optic networks 
Over the past two to three decades, we have witnessed a tremendous growth in data 
traffic spurred mainly by the Internet. Meanwhile, telecommunication infrastructure 
has been growing rapidly to meet the needs of the large amount of bandwidth. It is 
clear that optical networks perfectly satisfy these needs by providing enormous 
amount of bandwidth over a single fiber. Since 1980s, optical networks have been 
the primary point-to-point transmission links in a voice or data network. 
Transmission capacity has grown by more than four orders of magnitude since then 
m. 
There are fundamentally three approaches for increasing the transmission 
capacity of fiber optic networks [2]. 
1. The first approach is to light up additional fibers or to deploy additional fibers as 
needed. We can think of this as the space division multiplexing (SDM) approach: 
keep the bit rate the same but use more fibers. 
2. The other traditional approach is to increase the transmission bit rate on the fiber. 
This is the time division multiplexing ( T D M ) approach. 
3. The third approach is to add additional wavelengths over the same fiber. This is 
the wavelenglh division multiplexing ( W D M ) approach. -
The three techniques are complementary to each other and are all needed in the 
I. 、 
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networks. Historically, all the approaches have- been used. During the late 1980s, 
qiiasi-WDM was implemented, where just two wavelengths (at 1310 nm and 1550 
nm) were supported on a fiber, each one carrying rates of tens of Mb/s. By the 
mid-1990s, 8 to 16 2.5-Gb/s wavelengths were supported on a fiber, where the 
wavelengths were located in the 1500 nm region of the spectrum, with wavelength 
spacing on the order of 100 to 400 GHz. This rapidly increased to 80 to 〜200 
10-Gb/s wavelengths by year 2000, with 25 to 50-GHz wavelength spacing. Current 
benchmarks are 40 to 80 40-Gb/s wavelengths per fiber [1]. The historical trend has 
been to increase capacity in the network and at the same time drive down the cost 
per bit of bandwidth. Service providers generally look for at least a fourfold increase 
in capacity (e.g., 2.5 to 10 to 40-Gb/s) when planning their networks. 
1.2 Optical transmission system 
At the optical layer, a traffic f low from the higher protocol layers (IP, ATM, GigE, 
SONET, etc.) is converted into a light signal of specific wavelength and transmitted 
over fiber connecting the source location to the destination [2]. An optical 
transmission system (OTS) is the entire set of equipment responsible for this 
transmission. The schematic of an OTS is shown in Figure 1.1. It is usually a linear 
two-fiber system connecting the two locations in both directions (east-west and 
west-east), with no switching or routing of signals. The end nodes of the OTS, called 
end-terminals (ETs), contain transmit and receive devices. In the traditional O-E-O 
architecture, they convert each wavelength from electrical to optical (at the source) 
and optical to electrical (at the destination) domains. They are also responsible for 
multiplexing individual wavelengths onto the D W D M channel and demultiplexing 
them. Along the link, the OTS contains various signal enhancement elements. Some 
systems may also contain devices called wavelength add-drop multiplexers to add or 
drop a subset of the wavelengths along the way. 
In Figure 1.1, the locations containing the intermediate network elements are 
售 
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called huts and the fiber link between any two locations (including end nodes) is 
called a span. Spans in an OTS are not always of the same length because huts are 
usually chosen based on costs, e.g., towns with low rents. 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of an optical transmission system [3]. 
As the signal travels over the fiber, it undergoes unwanted impairments. There 
are several reasons for this, including imperfections in the fibers, chromatic 
dispersion, polarization mode dispersion, amplified spontaneous emission, etc. [2], 
The net effect is that the signal power gradually drops while the noise power 
increases. It is critical that the signal power is above a minimum value at the 
destination node in order to extract the data with acceptable bit error rates (BERs). 
Another related measure for the quality of the signal is the optical signal-to-noise 
ratio (OSNR). It is also important that the OSNR stay above a certain threshold in 
order to l imit BER [3]. 
Optical amplifier 
Since signal loss is unavoidable in practice, optical transmission systems deploy 
various network elements in some of the huts to improve signal quality. The most 
important of them are optical amplifiers’ also called repeaters, which boost power of 
the signal by a specific amount. There are a few different types of amplifiers with 
different maximum amplification strengths. The notable among modern amplifiers 
are erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) and Raman pumps. Figure 1.2 illustrates 
the behavior of a signal through a typical fiber with intermediate amplifiers. It shows 
I 
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the signal level gradually falling before being brought up to the original level at the 
amplifier. The destination node also has an amplifier to finally bring the signal back 
to the required level. The negative side of the optical amplifier is that all amplifiers 
boost the noise along with the signal. As a result, the OSNR drops along the link and 
the signal lost its fidelity after some distance. 
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Figure 1.2 Power levels in the fiber [3]. 
Network node archile dure 
The network nodes are the sites in the network that source/terminate and switch 
traffic. Over the past 25 years, there has been a general trend in nodal evolution to 
handle traffic at coarser granularities, while reserving finer traffic processing for 
only the traffic that requires it [1]. 
1. O-E-0 architecture 
The architecture where all traffic entering a node is converted from the optical 
domain to the electrical domain, and back to the optical domain is known as the 
optical-electrical-optical (O-E-0) paradigm [3]. As illustrated in Figure 1.3 for a 
degree-three node, the W D M signal on each of the incoming fibers is tenninated 
on an optical terminal, which demultiplexes the signal into its consliluenl 
wavelengths. Each wavelength is directed to a separate transponder that converts 
the WDM-compatible signal to the electrical domain and then to a standard 
1310-nm optical signal. Similarly, in the outgoing direction, the optical terminal 
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multiplexes the signals from each of the associated transponders, thereby 
generating a W D M signal [1]. 
丁he O-E-0 architecture provides several advantages such like the transiting 
traffic is regenerated with good signal quality, the electronics of the transponders 
provides detailed performance monitoring and the wavelength conversion 
inherently supported at each node implies that wavelengths can be assigned 
independently on each link. However, it suffers from the scalability problem. 
When the level of traffic grows, install two transponders for every transiting 
channel at a node can be very costly. Also, the large number of transponders 
required poses challenges in physical space, power requirement, and heat 
dissipation. 
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Figure 1.3 O-E-0 architecture at a degree-three node. Transponders are required for 
all traffic entering the node [1 J. 
2. Optical-bypass-enabled architecture 
The scalability issues of the O-E-0 architecture led to the development of 
optical-bypass technology, where transiting traffic remains in the optical domain, 
I 
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thus eliminating the need for transponders for this traffic. Initially, this capability 
was available only for degree-two configurations, with the oplical acid-drop 
multiplexer (OADM), introduced commercially in the mid-1990s [4]. With the 
development of multistage O A D M and the all-optical switch (AOS), optical 
bypass was extended to higher-degree nodes. Figure 1.4 illustrates an AOS for a 
degree-three node. The element supports optical bypass in all directions through 
the nodes. Optical-bypass-enabled networks typically eliminate more than 60% 
of the nodal transponders as compared to an O-E-0 architecture, providing 
significant benefits in cost, space, power, and heat dissipation [5]. Furthermore, 
as fewer transponders are required along a path, installation costs and 
deployment times are lower. But the optical-bypass-enabled architecture also 
creates another set of challenges after the removal of electronics. Because signal 
is not regenerated at every node, it results in extend-reach transmission which 
requires technologies such as advanced optical amplifiers, novel modulation 
formats, stronger FEC, and various techniques to combat optical impairments [6]. 
Also, various optical performance monitoring techniques are needed since the 
node-by-node electronic monitoring is not yet possible [7][8]. 
p 
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Figure 1.4 Functional illustration of a degree-three all-optical switch. The add—drop 
traffic can access any of the network links [1]. 
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1.3 The motivation of this thesis 
As aforementioned, telecommunication infrastructure has been growing rapidly in 
the last two decades to meet the surge demand of Internet traffic. Free competition 
and deregulation makes different carriers and operators participate in expanding their 
resources to construct separate fiber optics networks to compete with each other. The 
network infrastructures may overlap extensively in some regions. This results in 
insufficient demand to sustain the co-existence of multiple networks [9][10]. 
Resources are not optimized and even wasted. After the telecommunications 
deregulation, mergers and acquisitions of competitive operators are often and lead to 
Ihe consolidation of two networks. With the realization of single-channel 100-Gbit/s 
transmission in optical fiber communication systems using various advanced 
modulation formats such DPSK, DQPSK, OFDM etc., saving in more fiber links to 
achieve high utilization of network resources is possible [11][12]. In the 
consolidation of two networks, through traffic grooming and rerouting [13]-[16], 
some of the links can be suspended. Though the"deployed fibers of the suspended 
links cannot be reallocated, the operation cost of the regenerator site in the huts can 
be saved. Fewer cross-connects (OXCs) and transponders in the network nodes wi l l 
be used so as to better solve the physical space, power requirement, and heat 
dissipation challenge [17][18J. Also, inter-connectivity between the two networks 
can be supported more smoothly. 
We wi l l investigate the consolidation of two optical networks, with the same 
topology and geographical coverage, by installing interconnection links at some 
strategic locations (network nodes) to achieve the most saving in the original 
operational fiber links. Notice that when the construction cost of the interconnection 
links varies, the amount of corresponding interconnection links to be employed for 
the consolidation wi l l also vary. Thus the variation of the interconnection build cost 
wi l l result in different requirement on the number of the operational fiber links. To 
simplify the problem and derive some insightful analytical results for the 
consolidation of the two identical optical networks, two extreme scenarios of 
J < 
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network merger wi l l be discussed. First, we wi l l consider negligible cost for the 
construction of interconnection links such that all the co-located nodes can be 
installed with interconnections. We wi l l derive the minimum number of operational 
fiber links required to provide bi-directional connections between any two nodes of 
the two networks in this case. Very high cost of deploying the interconnection links 
is assumed for the second case. In this case, only two interconnection links shall be 
installed and their optimal locations with corresponding resultant operational fiber 
links wi l l be given. Some protection schemes for 1:1 protection of the merged 
network of the two cases wi l l also be discussed for more practical considerations. 
1.4 Outline of this thesis 
The organization of the remaining chapters of this thesis is as follows: 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter gives an overview of the development of fiber optics networks in the 
past two decades and an introduction to the critical components in an optical 
transmission system. Also, the motivation of this thesis is presented. 
Chapter 2: The Consolidation of Two Coexisting Networks with 
Full-Interconnection 
This chapter discusses the consolidation of two coexisting networks when the 
interconnection cost is assumed to be negligible so that all the co-located nodes wil l 
be installed with interconnections. The minimum requirements on operational fiber 
links to provide bi-directional connectivity for any two nodes of the merged network 
are investigated. • 
Chapter 3: The Consolidation of Two Coexisting Networks with Two 
Interconnection Links 
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This chapter investigates the merger of two networks with a minimum of two 
interconnections. The optimal locations of these two interconnections to achieve 
maximum saving in operational fiber links are discussed. 
Chapter 4: Protection of the Consolidated Network 
In this chapter, we propose a 1:1 protection scheme for the merged network under 
the two conditions stated in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, respectively, taking into 
account of more practical considerations. 
Chapter 5: Summary and Future Works -





The Consolidation of Two Coexisting 
Networks with Full-Interconnection 
With the advancement of optical fiber technologies and the surge demand of internet 
bandwidth in the last decade, carriers have constructed substantial amount of fiber 
optics networks. Deregulation and open competition enhanced pressures on carriers 
to compete based upon quality of service (QoS), capacity and operating margin. 
After the telecommunications deregulation, mergers and acquisitions of competitive 
operators are often and lead to the consolidation of networks. 
In this chapter, we wi l l investigate the consolidation of two coexisting networks 
by installing interconnection links at their co-located nodes to achieve higher 
utilization of network resources. Through traffic grooming and rerouting, some of 
the fiber links can be suspended to reduce operation cost, while bi-directional 
connections between any two network nodes can still be supported. 
2.1 Assumptions and problem formulation 
We consider the existing connected optical networks that can be viewed as planar 
graphs. We model the networks as directed planar graphs. It means that there are two 
separate links of opposite directions connecting two nodes i f there is a physical fiber 
link between these two nodes. It is assumed that there are two identical optical 
« 
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networks that their nodes and fiber links are all co-located, and the operation cost of 
every fiber link is identical [19]. We also assume that before optimization, each 
network is fully connected, meaning each node in one network can find a routing 
lightpath to reach any other node in that network [20]. 
To merge the two identical networks, we wi l l try to install interconnection links 
so that routing between any two nodes of the two networks can be provided but with 
fewer operational fiber links. We assume that the interconnections between the two 
networks only occur at co-located nodes [21]. 
The objective is to derive minimum number of operational fiber links required 
while maintaining bidirectional connectivity between any two nodes of the network 
after merging. We have mentioned that, as the construction cost of the 
interconnection link varies, the amount of interconnection links to be built for the 
consolidation purpose varies. Thus the number of the operational fiber links required 
wil l also vary. This hinders us from deriving useful information about the minimum 
requirement on operational fiber links in the merging of arbitrary two identical 
networks. ‘ 
In this chapter, we consider the consolidation of two optical networks with an 
extra assumption on the interconnection build cost for the network merger to get 
some insightful analytical results. We assume that the installation of the 
interconnection links at co-located nodes of the two networks cost much less than 
the operational cost of an original fiber link, thus their cost is negligible. The 
objective is to derive the minimum number of links required so that there is a path 
i«‘ 
from an arbitrary node to any other node in the two networks in which all links are 
directed. Since the cost of installing interconnection links is negligible, we can 
assume that all co-located nodes are to be interconnected with those short links. Thus 
all traffic goes to and originates from the nodes on the second network wi l l go 
through the interconnection links, and the original fiber links on the second network 
can be saved. Furthermore, there wi l l also be some saving of the fiber links in the 
first network. We wi l l discuss the algorithm to derive the minimum number of 
operational fiber links required for the consolidation of the two networks with full 
11 . 
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interconnection in the following. • 
2.2 Definitions and notations 
We wil l introduce some definitions from graph theory first. In graph theory, bridge is 
an edge (link) whose removal disconnects a graph [22]. For example, tree network is 
a network in which all the links are bridges. We divide the bridges into two types, 
-name ly TP-I bridge and TP-II bridge. A leaf is a vertex (node) of degree one [22]. A 
TP-I bridge is a link associates with a leaf node. The other bridges are TP-Il bridges. 
An articulation node (cut vertex or cut node) is a vertex whose removal disconnects 
the graph [22]. As an example, in Figure 2.1, node 4, node 5 and node 6 are leaf 
nodes. Link h,*, h,5’ hf i are TP-I bridges. While link /i，2, /i’3 are TP-II bridges. Al l 
the nodes except leaf nodes are articulation nodes in a tree network. Edge and vertex 
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Figure 2.1 A 6-node tree network. 
In this paper, the phrase of edge and link are interchangeable, so are node and 
vertex, and graph and network. The following states our notations. 
Lniin - Minimum number of links required after the merging of two identical 
networks when interconnection build cost is negligible. 
12 
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B - Number of bridges in one network before merging. 
A i - Number of the articulation nodes with the removal of which the graph wil l 
. be divided into i subgraphs. 
In Figure 2.2, node 5 and node 8 are two articulation nodes and the removal 
of them wi l l disconnect the network into three and two sub-networks, 
respectively. Thus we have A^ = 1 and .42 = 1. 
Figure 2.2 A network with two articulation nodes. 
2.3 An algorithm to derive jL,— 
The following states the algorithm to derive the minimum number of operational 
fiber links required after the merging of two identical networks. As the two 
coexisting networks are identical and all the links in one of the networks are saved 
after the installation of the interconnection links, we may concentrate on either one 
It 
of the networks. 
Stq) / , count the number of both the TP-I bridges and TP-II bridges as B and remove 
all the bridges. For the removal of TP-I bridges, we also remove the leaf nodes 
connected to them at the same time. Then some of the TP-Il bridges wi l l become 
TP-I bridges. Remove them as aforementioned until no TP-I bridge exists. The 
removal of TP-I 1 bridges is very straightforward. 
It is obvious that every physical link of bridge ..type needs two links with 
opposite directions in order that the two end nodes of the bridge can reach each other. 
So 2B links in total shall be remained at the places where bridge link occurs. We then 
f 
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denote Fas the number of vertices remained aft.er this step, i.e. 
V-Number of nodes remained after the removal of bridge links stated in Step 1. 
Note that V is not equal to the original number of nodes in one network i f TP-I 
bridge exists. 
Step 2, remove all the articulation nodes. Thus the graph is divided into several 
sub-graphs. Then restore the articulation points to all the sub-graphs. The total 
number of nodes wi l l be larger than Know as every articulation node wi l l be restored 
back to two or more sub-graphs. 
.Step 3, check whether the resultant sub-graphs are Hamiltonian or not [23]. A 
Hamiltonian cycle is a cycle that visits each node exactly once. A graph that contains 
a Hamiltonian cycle is called a Hamiltonian graph. I f all the resultant sub-graphs are 
Hamiltonian, we can derive that: 
00 
= + F + (2-1) 
i=2 
For a single articulation node that wi l l divide a graph into / sub-graphs, the total 
vertices after Step 2 should be V+ (/-I). As the resultant sub-graphs are Hamiltonian, 
the number of links required is equal to the number of vertices, which is 
00 
V + • For the sub-graphs that disconnected by the same articulation node, 
i=2 
all the traffic between the nodes in them wi l l be routed through this particular 
articulation node because it has bidirectional connectivity to all the nodes in those 
sub-graphs. 
The meaning of removing the bridges above is not really to suspend the 
operation of the corresponding links in the optical networks. This is just a way to 
obtain the fiber links at which places are required. On the contrary, the two links of 
opposite directions happen at the bridge-type links are identified to be retained. The 
removal and restoration of the articulation node is a way of decomposition to obtain 
those Hamiltonian sub-graphs. In the sub-graphs, the required links are to form a 
Hamiltonian cycle and the number of links is equal to the number of nodes in each 
sub-graph. 
I f some of the sub-graphs are not Hamiltonian after Step 2, we wi l l concentrate 
on the non-Hamiltonian networks and make the following definitions. 
) 
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D2 node: A node of degree two. 
Ann: A path consists of entirely D2 nodes and the connecting links plus the two 
end links connecting to the adjacent non-Dl nodes. 
j_D2 arm: An arm with j D2 nodes. 
For example, in Figure 2.3, there is one 3-D2 arm and two 2-D2 arms in the 
non-Hamiltonian graph. We denote N丨 as node i and as the link connecting node i • 
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Figure 2.3 A non-Hamiltonian graph with three arms. 
Step 4, find all the arms first, then remove those arms one at a time until all the 
,„ sub-graphs are Hamiltonian. 
Denote M, as the number of j-D2 arms deleted, and Vh as the number of 
remaining vertices in the resultant Hamiltonian graphs. We come to the following 
equation: 
00 00 
L mm 二 2 5 + F/Y + ^ M X y + 1 ) 1) (2-2) 
_ J=\ 」 1=2 
The removal of the arms shall be done in a strategic way. We shall remove one 
arm first to see i f the resultant graph is Hamiltonian. Try another arm i f it is not t i l l 
f 
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all the arms are tested. Then try to remove two arms at a time with different 
combinations, so on and so forth. We wi l l prove in the following that the algorithm 
wil l provide the minimum required number of fiber links. 
Proof'. A l l the /+ ] links of the J-D2 arm are required in order that all the D2 
nodes in the arm can reach other nodes and be reachable from other nodes. So we 
00 
need at least Vh + [ M(./ +1) links. On the other hand, i f an arm with the end nodes, 
7 = 1 
Nei and Ne2 (they can be same nodes) is added between two nodes, N,„ and N,” of a 
Hamilton cycle, all the D2 nodes in the arm can reach N,” and thus all other nodes 
via the link NEI to N^- And also, all the D2 nodes in the arm can be reached by other 
nodes via the link N^ to Ne2- For example, for the graph in Figure 2.3, when we view 
the arm consists of //、)，N2, 12-3, N3 and 13.4 as being added to the Hamiltonian cycle 
consists of nodes TV/, Ny, Ns, Ng, N4, N5 and hU. and Ne2, M" and are N2 and 
N3, N i and N4 respectively. Further additions of arms have similar properties as they 
CO 
are not added to the previously added arms. So 厂"+ [ M丨(J +1) links are sufficient 
7=1 
CO 
for all the nodes to be fully connected. Thus, we need exactly Vh + ^M丨(J +1) links 
./=i 
plus the parts denoted by the number of bridges and articulation points, the 广 and 
the 3rd term in Eq. (2-2). 
For those networks that are still non-Hamiltonian after Step 4’ it can be proved 
that the upper bound of 丄隱 is: 
00 .. 
L mm <2B + 2V + Y j 儿 0 - 1 ) ( 2 - 3 ) 
i=2 
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2.4 Example illustrations 
We wil l illustrate this algorithm using two simple examples. The first example is the 
consolidation of two co-located ring networks as shown in Figure 2.4. There are 8 
nodes and 16 links in each network. None of the links is a bridge link. There is no 
articulation node in the networks, either. And the ring network is an obvious 
Hamiltonian network. Thus the minimum number of links required after the • 
consolidation of the two ring networks is equal to the number of nodes in one 
network: Lmm 二 8. One possible configuration of the merged network is illustrated in 
Figure 2.5. A l l the co-located nodes are installed with interconnection links. Half of 
the links in the first network and all the links in second network can be saved. This is 
a link saving of 75%. ‘ 
Cm 0 . ® © 
, Figure 2.4 Two coexisting ring networks. 
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• v ^ y 
Figure 2.5 Two coexisting ring networks after optimization with interconnections 
between all the co-located nodes. 
The next example is the merger of two more complex networks. The two coexisting 
identical networks that have arbitrary topology are illustrated in Figure 2.6. We wil l 
derive Lmm according to the algorithm discussed in the previous section. 
For Step 7, we count the number of bridges, 5 = 5. We delete N(、and / 从 hho 
and 119-20, N18 and Ij j . ig (TP-I bridges), which means there shall be two links of 
opposite directions at 14-6, 119-20 and /"./^？. Then delete also N19 and In小).And Ihen 
delete the only TP-II bridge, I5.7. Four nodes are deleted with the TP-I bridges, thus 
V= 16. 
After Step 2, we derive five sub-graphs, namely the sub-graphs consist of nodes 
1 -2-3-4-5, 7-8-9-10-11, 11-12-13, 11-14-15, and 15-16-17. Three are two articulation 
nodes: A2 = 1 (A^/j) and A3 = 1 (Nu). A l l the sub-graphs are Hamiltonian except the 
first one. We continue to Step 4, delete the arm consists of N2, 11.2 and 12.5. Thus all 
the sub-graphs are Hamiltonian and, M/ 二 1, K" = 15. So the minimum number of 
links required is: 
00 
L mm = 2B + [Vh + M j { j + 1 ) ] + ^ A 丨(i - 1 ) = 3 0 
/=2 • 
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Figure 2.6 Two coexisting identical networks. 
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/ ^ ^ 
_ _ _ _ _ t e 
Figure 2.7 Two coexisting identical networks: after consolidation. 
Network A: Q Network B : 。 : : : : 一 Interconnections: 二： 
Thus 72.2% (二 〇（出巳 Hnks are reduced considering two networks. One 
108 
possible result after link reduction is illustrated in Figure 2.7. A l l the co-located 
nodes are installed with interconnection links in clashed lines. 
Below is a table listing all the percentage of link saving for various topologies. 
m 
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Topology % of fiber l ink savino 
Network of Figme 2 6 : ~2 
- • # • 
9 ⑩ 
# CI -50。 
^^  © 
# 
Tiee I \ 5 “ ％ 
/ 
© © ⑩ 
Biir^ 專 - # -
Table 2.1 Link saving for various topologies 
2.5 The number of fiber links required over the 
number of nodes of a network，L/N 
In this section, we wi l l have a general discussion on the number of operational fiber 
links required over the number of nodes in a network based on previous analysis. For 
the merging of two identical networks with N nodes each, we denote L as the 
minimum number of operational links required to provide bidirectional traffic 
between any two nodes. We have stated that for the merging of two networks with 
specific topology, when quantity of the interconnections to be built for the merger 
purpose varies, L also varies, so does L/N. On the other hand, suppose the number of 
interconnection links is fixed with a certain relation to N. It is interesting to find that 
L/N also varies fairly significantly when the network topology changes. Here, we 
wi l l discuss the value of UN for the fully interconnection case. 
For the ful l interconnection case, L = LMM- We wi l l first derive the lower bound 
of UN. From Eq. (2-l)-(2-3) of Section 2.3, we can find that the lower bound of UN 
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CO 
is only possible to occur when L min = 2 5 + F + ^ Ai{i -1) • If there are no bridges 
i=2 
or articulation nodes in the network, we directly come to Step 3 in Section 2.3. And 
i f the graph (network) is Hamiltonian, = V= N. Thus UN = 1. This is the lower 
bound of UN. In other words, we can have the smallest value of UN i f the two 
networks to be consolidated can be viewed as Hamiltonian graphs, which has a cycle 
that visits every node exactly once and return to the starting node. This can also be 
illustrated in an easy way. A node must have a degree of at least two, one for inbound 
traffic and the other for outbound traffic, respectively. That means total degree of the 
network, |D| 2 IN. One link provides a degree of two. Thus the minimum number of 
links required Lmjn > N. 
For the upper bound of UN, from Eq. (2-3) we know that L = Lm\n < 2N. So the 
range of UN, the number of operational fiber links required after merging over a 
network's node number, is [1, 2). Tree network is an example for UN tends to the 
upper bound of 2. For a tree network with N nodes, there are N-\ bridges. The 
merging of two identical tree networks wi l l result in 乙=2(N-1) links according to 
the algorithm in Section 2.3. Thus UN = 2-2/N, which tends to 2 as the number of 
nodes N increases. 
2.6 Summary 
In this chapter, we investigated the minimum number of links required in 
consolidating two duplicated networks to make every two nodes bi-directionally 
connected under the assumption that all the co-located nodes are interconnected. We 
proposed an algorithm to derive the minimum number of links required. It is hi least 
the number of the nodes of one network, or at least twice the number of the bridges 
in one of the networks. A simple equation for the minimum number of links required 
is derived for certain network topologies, whereas for others that do not have an 
exact solution, an upper bound is given. We also gave a general overview on the 
number of operational fiber links required over the number of nodes of a network, 
L/N. We derived that L/N is in the range of [1, 2). 
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The Consolidation of Two Coexisting 
Networks with Two Interconnection 
Links 
In this chapter, we wi l l discuss the merger of two networks with only two 
interconnection links based on the results from the previous chapter. 
In Chapter 2, we consider installing interconnection links at every single 
CO-located node since the interconnection build cost is assumed to be negligible. This 
is an ideal case while for some cities it is not practical, economically feasible or 
environmentally acceptable. Take into account of all these constraints, fewer 
interconnection links can be installed. We have assumed that all the links including 
the original operational fiber links and the newly added interconnections are all 
directed, therefore a minimum of two interconnection links are required for the 
“ consolidation [24][25]. The two interconnection links need to be of reverse 
directions so that traffic can route from one network to the other, providing 
inter-connectivity for the two networks. We wi l l investigate the locations of the two 
interconnection links to provide maximum saving in fiber links for the merger of two 
identical optical networks. 
r 
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3.1 Assumptions 
We adopt most of the assumptions in Chapter 2 except the assumption for the 
interconnection build cost. In this chapter, the construction of interconnection links 
is assumed to be very costly. When it is the case, we tend to deploy as fewer 
interconnections as possible. A minimum of two interconnection links are required 
since all the links are assumed to be directed. Traffic has to be able to go back and 
forth between the two networks. 
In Chapter 2’ we have derived the minimum number of fiber links required, Lm,n, 
i l l the merging of two networks when all the co-located nodes are installed with 
interconnection links. Optimal solutions of the remaining operational fiber links with 
traffic routing directions can also be obtained. A l l the resultant Zmin fiber links are in 
one network, while all the links in the second network are suspended as all traffic 
originated from or destined to the nodes on that network wi l l route through the 
interconnection links. When the number of interconnection links is reduced to two, 
which is minimal, more fiber links are needed to provide bidirectional connection 
between any two nodes of the two networks. One simple solution is to keep the 
optimal Imin fiber links of the first network as derived in Section 2.3 and also retain 
the same links in the second network but with reverse directions. Then after the two 
interconnection links of reverse directions (one routes the traffic from network /I lo 
network B and the other from network B to A) are installed, traffic between any two 
nodes in the two networks can be supported. Here we need Lmh^  operational fiber 
links for each network, thus 2Lm\n in total plus the two newly installed 
interconnection links. This is an easy and straightforward way to consolidate the two 
networks with two interconnection links. However, this is not an optimal solution in 
terms of fiber links saving. Based on the optimal solution for one network derived 
using the algorithm proposed in Section 2.3, we then assume the other network 
shares the same remaining links but with reverse directions. We wi l l analyze the two 
interconnection locations in order to achieve maximum saving in fiber links for the 
merger of two optical networks. 
> 
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3.2 Analysis on the optimal location of the two 
interconnection links 
We have assumed that the two mirror networks are first optimized to be with the 
same remaining /^丨”⑴ operational links but of reverse direction for all corresponding 
mirror links. The following theorems and corollaries to be derived are all based on 
this assumption. With the two interconnection links properly installed, further saving 
in fiber links is possible, i.e. less than 2Iniin operational links are needed to provide 
bi-directional connection for any two nodes in the two networks. In the following, ’ 
we wi l l investigate the optimal location for the two interconnection links to provide 
maximum saving in operational fiber links. Here, exactly two interconnections are to 
be installed for the consolidation. 
3.3 Notations 
We denote these two networks in consolidation as network A and network B and 
define some notations as follows: 
N\ N^j - two co-located nodes i of network A and network B, respectively. 
r\i, j ) , /"(/, /) — the link going from node / to node j in network A and the 
corresponding mirror link going from node j to node i in 
network B. 
/仙/ - interconnection link installed at node / and goes from network A to 
network B. 
3.4 Theorems and corollaries 
We state here again that all the theorems and corollaries we are going to derive 
are based on the following assumption. 
Assumption'. After the optimization in Section 2.3 for both the two networks, 
and assume the two mirror networks are optimized with the same Lnun operational 
links but of reverse direction for all corresponding mirror links. Suppose exactly two 
f t 
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interconnection links are to be installed. 
Theorem 3.1. The two interconnection links shall not be installed at the same 
location. 
Proof- Suppose the two interconnection links are installed between and hfi"、, 
and there is a link /''(/,./) in network A that can be further suspended. So there must 
be a path that can route the traffic from N〜 to N'^ j through the two interconnection 
links rather than l \ i , j y . 
N 、 — (.. . ) - > - > ( . . . ) — A " ' , 
Which implies that there is a path in network A that supports the traffic from yV', 
to N j^： 
T V ' ' — — T V 、 " > ( . . . ) A ^ 、 
So 产(/, / ) can be suspended in the prior optimization of network A, which 
conflicts with the fact that network A is already optimized with minimum fiber links. 
Thus with the two interconnection links installed at the same location, no further 
saving in fiber links is possible, the required number of fiber links is 2 L^m-
On the other hand, suppose we install the two interconnection links at two 
neighboring nodes m and n as shown in Figure 3.1. Then we claim that !\m, n) and 
/ m) can be further suspended. This results in two more links saving. n) is 
the only path in network A for to access as i f there is another path that can 
provide routing for the two nodes,产(m, n) should have been suspended i.n the 
optimization of network A as proved above. But with the two interconnection links 
installed, the traffic from N \ to can be routed through the path: 
N'、'~'^^N'^m (...) -> N \ 丨 S o t\m’ n) can now be suspended as the 
traffic that originally goes through l\m, n) can be routed in the above path instead. 
Similar situation happens to m). Therefore, two more links saving can at least 
be achieved with the interconnection links installed at two neighboring nodes. This 
proves Theorem 3.1. Actually, we have already proved the following corollary. 
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Corollary 3.2. I f the two interconnection links are installed at two neighboring 
nodes, exactly two more links saving can be achieved, resulting in 2(1 min - I) total 
links. • 
r M N e t w o r k s 
' * m ' * n> 
‘ J nm, n) l^n, m ) 、 
广^ N 
J r jBA I 
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/ V 〜 义 I 




Figure 3.2 A dual-ring topology. 
Theorem 3.3. I f there are articulation nodes in the two optimized networks, the 
two interconnection links shall not be installed at any articulation node in order to 
save more operational fiber links. 
Proof. Suppose one of the interconnection links is installed at an articulation 
node p and the other is installed at any other arbitrary node. Suppose the removal of 
node p disjoins network A into two sub-networks, network A / and A2 respectively. It 
is fair to assume that the other interconnection link is installed at network A2. I f node 
P disjoins the network into more sub-networks, just regard the one with the second 
interconnection as and the rest as Then possible fiber link saving can only 
occur in network A2 (as well as network B2). No link saving is possible in network 
山.This can be easily proved by using Theorem 3.1. Because for network /，it can 
be regarded as the two interconnection links are both installed at node p. 
Since node/; is an articulation node, there must be at least one adjacent node q 
in 山 that connects to node p with t\q,p). I f we move the interconnection link from 
the articulation node p to node q, which is one hop from p, then for network it 
> 
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can be regarded as the two interconnection links are installed at two neighboring 
nodes. This wi l l result in one link saving of p) for network A j and the saving in 
network A2 wi l l not be affected as from Corollary 3.2. This proves Theorem 3.3 and 
we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.4. I f the two interconnection links are installed at the two sides • 
(network A / and network A2) of an articulation node, and are both one hop from the 
articulation node, it wi l l result in two links saving for network A. Thus results in 
2(丄mill - 2) total links for the two networks after consolidation. 
For example, Figure 3.2 shows a dual-ring topology which contains one 
articulation node N''^. Network A is already optimized with minimum fiber links. 
Suppose Network B is identically optimized but with reverse link direction. With 
interconnection links installed between N 〜 a n d A,〜（尸〜)，A^j and N^s (/拟j), 
further saving of 3), l\8, 4) and l\3, 4), l\4, 8) can be obtained. This is 
actually one of the optimal solutions for the interconnection locations. 
From Corollary 3.4, it follows that when there are n directly connected 
articulation nodes which forms a bus topology, i f we install the two interconnection 
links to the nodes which are both one hop from the two most apart articulation nodes, 
the saving in fiber links would be 2{n + 1) for the two networks. 2{n - 1) of them are 
between the directly connected articulation nodes. With this result, we come to 
Theorem 3.5. •‘ 
Theorem 3.5. I f there are articulation nodes in the two optimized networks, the 
two interconnection links should be installed at the nodes which are one hop from 
certain articulation nodes. 
This is a necessary condition for the merging of the two optimized networks in 
order to achieve maximum saving in operational fiber links. We wi l l prove this by 
considering the following two cases. Note that we have excluded the possible cases 
that put the two interconnection links at the same node or at any articulation node in 
Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3，respectively. From Corollary 3.2 and Corollary 3.4, 
we can also exclude the case that puts the two interconnection links at two 
neighboring nodes. 
Case L Suppose neither of the two interconnection links is installed at one hop 
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from any articulation nodes. Then find a path that contains groups of directly 
connected articulation nodes in bus topology between the two interconnection nodes, 
and maximizesX ^k- f^ k is the node number of the k山 group of directly connected 
articulation nodes. The path cannot experience a node twice. The saving in fiber 
links would be 工2ijik - 1) for the two networks. 
But i f we move the two interconnection links to the two nodes where are both 
one hop from the most apart articulation nodes in the path, two more link saving in 
network A can be achieved. I f there are only isolated articulation nodes in between 
the two interconnection locations, install the two interconnections as described in 
Corollary 3.4 increases fiber saving. Here the two interconnection links are both one 
hop from an articulation node. So in order to achieve maximum saving in fiber links 
for the consolidation, it is not an optimal solution i f neither of the two 
interconnection links is installed at one hop from an articulation node. 
Case 11. Suppose one interconnection link is installed at one hop away from an 
articulation node, and the other is installed at any arbitrary node but not one hop 
from any articulation node. Similarly to Case I, find a path that contains groups of 
directly connected articulation nodes in bus topology between the two 
interconnection nodes, and maximizes ^k is the node number of the k''^  group of 
directly connected articulation nodes. Now the first interconnection link is already 
installed at one hop away from one end node of the path. 
I f we move the second interconnection link to the node which is one hop away 
from the other end node of the path, one more link saving in network A can be 
achieved. The two interconnection links are both installed at one hop from an 
articulation node. 
This proves Theorem 3.5 that the two interconnection links shall be installed at 
the nodes which are one hop from certain articulation nodes. 
With Theorem 3.5, we come to the final conclusion for the location of two 
interconnection links for the merger of two identical optimized networks. That is to 
find a path that maximizes Ls = - 1), and install the two interconnection links 
at the two nodes that are both one hop from the most apart articulation nodes in the 
path. (Ls + 2x2) is the maximum further saving in fiber links that can be achieved. 
One hypothetic topology is illustrated in Figure 3.3 as an .example. It shows 
network A only. Network A has 18 nodes and 25 directed links. Likewise, network B 
> 
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has exactly the same number of nodes and links located at the corresponding spots, 
but all the direction of the links are reversed to that of network A. Shown in Figure 
3.4, the nodes in red, namely node 9, node 10, node 13 and 14 are all articulation 
nodes. There are four groups of directly connected articulation nodes. 
GI: N ' \ ^ r \ 6 A ) - > N ' \ 
G2: 
G3: y V 、 ~ W ( 1 4 , 1 3 ) ~ > 7 V 、 — 广 ( 1 3 , 9 ) — 
G4: N ' h - > / ' " ( 1 4 , 1 3 ) — N 〜 — / ' ' ( 1 3 , 1 0 ) — N ‘ \ 
The path contains G1 and G3 would be chosen and (L^ + 2 x 2) = - 1) + 4 
= 1 0 links can be further saved with the two interconnection links installed as 产〜 
and /拟 M. The network A part of the resultant network after optimization is shown in 
Figure 3.5. Note that move 〜6 to 严is would be another optimal solution. 
t 
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I 
Figure 3.3 A hypothetic topology with 18 nodes and 25 links. 
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if ^ “ ( > 
gAx^^ > I, 
Figure 3.4 A hypothetic topology with 18 nodes and 25 links: four groups of directly 
connected articulation nodes. 
f. . 
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X 
df 
Figure 3.5 A hypothetic topology after optimization. 
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3.5 The number of fiber links required over the 
number of nodes of a network，L/N 
Similar to Section 2.5, we discuss here the range of UN for the two-interconnection 
case. Considering the high interconnection build cost, it is reasonable to include the 
two interconnection links in L. We did not include the number of interconnection 
links in the analysis in Section 2.5 since we can always deploy IN interconnection . 
links as a result from its negligible cost. This simply corresponds to an additional 
constant of 2 for the value oi LIN. . 
For the two-interconnection case, the range of UN, the number of operational 
fiber links and interconnections required after merging over the number of nodes of a 
network, is [2’ 4). When the two networks in the merging have Hamiltonian paths, it 
can achieve the lower bound of UN = 2. For the upper bound, an example is a 
complete bipartite graph K2,„ as shown in Figure 3.6. It has N= {2 + n) nodes and 2n 
links [22]. A l l the n nodes are D2 nodes and there are n 1-D2 arms. From Section 2.3, 
Lmm = for the full interconnection case. When the number of interconnection links 
is reduced to two, installing these two interconnection links at two neighboring 
nodes is an optimal solution because there are 110 articulation nodes in this network. 
Thus we need (2^-1) links for either network when there are only two 
interconnection links. So the total number of operational fiber links and 
interconnections is 丄 = W h e n n is very large, UN tends to the upper bound of 4. 
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1 2 3 n -1 n 
Figure 3.6 A complete bipartite graph K2, 
3.6 Summary 
In this chapter, we investigated the merger of two optical networks under the 
assumption that the interconnection construction is very costly such that only two 
interconnections are to be installed. We discussed the locations of these two 
interconnection links to achieve maximum saving in operational fiber links based on 
the results from Section 2.3. We proved that the two interconnection links shall not 
be located at the same node for any networks. For networks that have articulation 
nodes, the interconnection links shall not be installed at any articulation node. We 
concluded that the path contains maximum number of directly connected articulation 
nodes in different groupings should be found, and installing the two interconnection 
links to one hop from the two most apart articulation nodes wi l l be an optimal 
solution for the merging of two networks. Also, the number of operational fiber links 
and interconnections required after merging over the number of nodes of a network 




Protection of the Consolidated 
Network 
In the previous discussions, we were concentrating on the minimum requirement of 
operational fiber links to provide connectivity for any two nodes of the two networks. 
We considered two circumstances of different interconnection cost. First, we 
considered the merger with negligible cost for the construction of interconnection 
links. Under this assumption, all co-located nodes are installed with interconnection 
links. This is the full-interconnection case. We proposed an algorithm to derive 
minimum number of operational fiber links required to provide bi-directional 
connectivity between any two nodes "of the two networks. Secondly, we assumed a 
very high cost of building interconnection links. As a result, only two 
interconnection links providing reverse traffic shall be installed for the merger since 
all links are assumed to be directed. This is the two-interconnection case. We 
analyzed optimal locations of the two interconnection links to achieve maximum 
saving in operational fiber links. 
To take into account of some more practical considerations, we wi l l discuss the 
protection issues of the merged network in this chapter [26]. Service providers have 
to use backup or redundant network resources to protect their network against the 
risk of link failure. But at the same time they need to reduce their investment, 
operation cost and increase profit margin by using a minimum number of redundant 
,resources [27] [28]. 
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Single fiber cut is the most common failure scenario in the operation of fiber 
optics networks [29]. We wi l l provide single fault protection schemes for both the 
full interconnection and the two-interconnection cases discussed in Chapter 2 and 
Chapter 3, respectively. 
4.1 Full-interconnection case 
For .the full interconnection case, the build cost for an interconnection is negligible 
and all the co-located nodes are installed with two interconnection links with reverse 
directions for two-way traffic. According to Chapter 2’ the merged network is in 
operation with the minimum Lm\n fiber links. A l l the I min links are in one network, 
and there are 2N interconnection links. 
We can provide protection for any single link failure of the /.min fiber links by 
turning on the corresponding 丄丨訓 links in the second network. This is sufficient and 
necessary. This provides 1:1 protection for the merged network [30][31]. It is 
obvious that there are enough fiber links available in the second network for the 
protection purpose since it duplicates the fiber links of those in the first network. 
Thus it is a sufficient condition. We wi l l prove in the following that all the / � � 
protection links are necessary to be light up. 
Proof. Assume one of the 丄⑴⑴ links for the single failure protection case above 
can be removed and we need only (Imin - 1) protection links. The notations in Figure 
4.1 are the same as those in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4. Suppose an arbitrary 
protection link f{m, n) can be removed. Then traffic from to and that from 
" 〜 , t o h fn can not be supported i f the single link failure happens at / ' ' (m � n) . 
Because i f there is still a path that can provide the connection for traffic from N、,,, to 
t\m, n) should have been suspended in the prior optimization of network A, as 
discussed in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in Section 3.4. 
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Figure 4.1 Protection scheme for the full-interconnection case when interconnection 
build cost is negligible. 
Actually, we claim here that for the merged network with minimum L^m links, 
the optimal solution for 1:1 protection can be different from our proposed scheme, 
but the number of protection links required is always ！丨川丨】. 
4.2 Two interconnection case 
For the two-interconnection case, interconnection build cost is assumed to be of very 
high cost. A minimum of two interconnection links are deployed. The merged 
network consists of three parts, namely the two interconnection links, the remaining 
fiber links in network A and those in network B, The resultant fiber links in network 
A and B are located at the same places but support traffic in reverse direction. 
To protect single fiber cut of this consolidated network, we can turn on a set of 
39 . 
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protection links in network A and B and make sure that all the protection links in 
network A (network B correspondingly) are identical to the working links of network 
B (network A correspondingly). Also, two more interconnection links shall be 
installed at the same locations as the working interconnections but with reverse 
directions. This provides a simple single failure protection scheme for the merged 
network, and there is no redundant protection link in this scheme. The proof is quite 
straightforward and thus is omitted here. But the problem is that there may not be 
additional fiber links available to be turned on at some locations for the protection 
purpose as the merged network is already using both links of opposite directions as 
the working links. For these situations, we claim that no protection scheme for single 
failure of an arbitrary fiber link is available. 
For better illustration of the failure scenario, consider the consolidation of two 
networks in Figure 4.2. The original two identical tree networks with 8 nodes and 14 
links for each network in Figure 4.2 are optimized to be the network in Figure 4.3 
with two interconnection links (the dotted links) according to Chapter 3. The 
optimized network operates with 20 fiber links, whereas 28.6% (= 8/28) of the fiber 
links are saved. We are not able to provide arbitrary single link failure protection 
scheme for this network since there are no more fiber links available at some places 
when fiber link failure happens. For instance, i f a single link failure happens at any 
of the links between node 2 and node 6，node 2 and node 3, node 4 and node 7 of the 
consolidated network in Figure 4.3, no additional protection link is available from 
the two original networks. But we can still protect the single failure at any links 
connecting node 5 and node 2, node 2 and node 1，node 1 and node 4，node 4 and 
node 8 in Figure 4.3. It is illustrated in Figure 4.4, the links that are available from 
the original network can be turned on for protection purpose. It shall be noted that 
typically only those branch links in tree-structured networks or alike have this 
limitation of being unable to be protected from single failure. 
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Figure 4.2 Two co-located identical tree networks. 
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Figure 4.3 The consolidation of two identical tree networks with two interconnection 
links. 
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4.3 Summary 
Protection of an optical network from link failure has always been a critical issue. In 
this chapter, we provide a 1:1 protection scheme for the consolidation of two 
identical optical networks under two circumstances of different interconnection 
numbers. A set of the protection links with the same number and locations as the 
working links is sufficient for both cases to protect any arbitrary link failure of the 
consolidated network which is operating with minimum fiber links. A l l the 
protection links are necessary to be turned on in this protection scheme. For the 
two-interconnection case, there is a possibility that some of the working links cannot 
be protected because of link unavailability. 
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Summary and Future Works 
In this chapter, we wil l summarize this work and provide some possible future 
research directions. 
5.1 Summary 
In the past few years, mergers and acquisitions are often in the telecommunications 
industry after the telecom bubble. Carriers and operators need to reduce their 
investment and operation cost by efficient utilization of network resources. It is vital 
for operators to look for methods to optimize their network configurations with 
savings in various network elements (fibers, backbone routers, optical cross-connects, 
etc.). This wi l l result in minimum overall network capital cost and operation 
expenditure. 
In order to improve network utilization and reduce network complexity, we have 
considered the consolidation of two optical networks by installing interconnections 
so that traffic can take alternative routes and the network can be in operation with a 
minimum amount of fiber links. 
We investigated the consolidation of two optical networks that share the same 
topology and geographical coverage. We considered connected networks and 
modeled the existing optical networks as directed planar graphs. It means that there 
are two separate links of opposite directions connecting two nodes i f there is a 
physical link between these two nodes. It was assumed that there are two identical 
optical networks that their nodes and fiber links are all co-located. Each network is 
t ！ 
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fully connected before optimization, meaning each node in one network can find a 
routing path to reach any other node in that network. 
To install interconnection links at some strategic locations wi l l achieve savings 
in the operational fiber links. The interconnection links are constructed in certain 
locations (cities) to connect the two networks. When the construction cost of the 
interconnection links varies, the amount of corresponding interconnection links to be 
deployed for the consolidation purpose wi l l also vary because of cost considerations. 
Thus the variation of the interconnection build cost wi l l result in different 
requirement on the number of the operational fiber links. Lower interconnection 
build cost implies that larger amount of interconnection links can be introduced, 
which results in a smaller number of operational fiber links required. 
We tried to simplify the problem and to derive some insightful analytical results 
for the merging of the two identical optical networks to achieve minimum number of 
operational fiber links. Two extreme scenarios of different interconnection cost were 
considered. First, we considered the merging with negligible cost for the 
construction of interconnection links. Under this assumption, all co-located nodes 
are installed with interconnection links. We derived the minimum number of 
operational fiber links required to provide bi-directional connections between any 
two nodes of the two networks. Secondly, we assumed a very high cost for the 
building of interconnection links. We proved in this case that only two 
interconnection links, with reverse directions, shall be installed. The optimal 
f 
locations of the two interconnection links to achieve maximum saving in operational 
fiber links with corresponding resultant operational links were discussed. 
However, such network faces the risk of losing large amount of data i f link 
failure happens. Operators have to use backup or redundant network recourses to 
protect the networks against the failures. Since efficient utilizing network resources 
are among the top priorities for operators，they need to use a minimum number of 
redundant resources for the protection purpose. We then investigated protection 
schemes for an arbitrary link failure of an optical network that was consolidated 
from two identical networks with additional interconnection links. Constraints on the 
number of backup operational fiber links required for the protection of the 
consolidated network were discussed. 
• 
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5.2 Future works 
We assumed that the two networks to be consolidated are of the same topology and 
geographical coverage, this is an ideal case. While in reality, the networks may 
overlap severely as all network operators want to enter more profitable regions, they 
are not necessarily identical. To extend the network optimization method to the 
merger of two non-identical networks is one possible direction for future research. 
Intuitively, to optimize the overlapping areas with the proposed algorithm and keep 
the non-overlapping parts of the two networks wi l l be a possible solution for the • 
merger. 
Currently, we are more concerned over the physical link connectivity between 
each node. The network logical topology may be different from the fiber 
connectivity, especially when traffic demand is considered. Traffic demands on each 
link of the networks are not taken into account in the discussions. This wi l l be an 
issue i f traffic between different network nodes is too imbalanced. Also, link 
suspension wi l l increase the traffic demand on the resultant operational links due to 
longer routing path for the traffic between some nodes. Given the traffic demand 
data between any two network nodes, we may deliberately reserve links or routes for 
the heavy traffic before the optimization. This may change the resultant consolidated 
network considerably. 
Any link failure wi l l cause loss, of large amount of data. Protection and fast 
restoration of the network from link failure is always a critical issue in operation. We 
considered the protection for single link failure scenario, which is the most common 
case. Further studies may be carried out to investigate the protection of multiple 
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